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GOV. BAKER EXTENDS COVID-19 POST-CHRISTMAS BUSINESS
RESTRICTIONS UNTIL AT LEAST JANUARY 24
BOSTON MAYOR WALSH EXTENDS CITY’S BUSINESS RESTRICTIONS
UNTIL AT LEAST JANUARY 26
Governor Charlie Baker today tacked on another two weeks to the business restrictions
that kicked in on December 26, designed to prevent a post-Christmas surge in COVID-19
infections, hospitalizations, and deaths.
Under the Baker restrictions, starting on December 26, most businesses in Massachusetts
were told that their capacity for customers must be reduced to 25 percent and that the
limits on social gatherings would be lowered from 50 to 25 outdoors and 10 indoors,
including events and public spaces. [See MSADA Bulletin #143, 12/22/20.] Those
restrictions were due to potentially lift at Noon on January 10. Today, Gov. Baker said he
would be extending them until at least January 24.
On Tuesday, January 5, Boston Mayor Marty Walsh announced that the business
restrictions he put in place on December 16 will be extended until at least January 27.
Restrictions Extended, ICUs Afforded Staffing Flexibility - Hospital Capacities Now
Below 20 Percent
[Courtesy State House News Service]
The post-Christmas business restrictions put in place by Gov. Charlie Baker to prevent a
worst-case holiday surge of COVID-19 will be extended at least an additional two weeks
as the number of daily new cases of the virus in Massachusetts and the rise in
hospitalizations continue to ring alarm bells.
Baker also said that hospitals constrained in their capacity to treat the volume of COVID19 and other emergency patients coming through the door would be given flexibility to
redeploy nurses to maximize bed space.
The administration said hospitals with less than 20 percent bed capacity across their
system who have already suspended non-essential, elective invasive procedures can
request a temporary exemption from mandated nurse-to-patient staffing ratios in intensive
care units.
The move was cheered by hospitals, but one nurse union leader said it could put lives in
danger.
"We remain committed to supporting our world class health care system and our
incredible health care workers and we believe that these steps, among others, are crucial to
ensuring that they can continue to provide the care to all the patients who need it as we
battle this pandemic," Baker said at a State House press conference.
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Beginning the day after Christmas, most businesses in Massachusetts were told that their
capacity for customers must be reduced to 25 percent and that the limits on social
gatherings would be lowered from 50 to 25 outdoors and 10 indoors, including events and
public spaces.
Those restrictions were due to potentially lift at noon on January 10, but Baker Thursday
said he would be extending them until at least January 24.
"We know that extending those restrictions for many businesses, especially small
businesses, is a lot to ask. But we need to stay in this game a little longer, especially
during this most crucial period to stop the spread of the virus and build the bridge to
vaccines," the governor said.
Since Thanksgiving, the state has experienced a worrying surge in COVID-19 cases that
has dimmed some of the hope that came with the arrival of vaccines.
Baker said that since Thanksgiving there has been a 91 percent jump in the average
number of daily new COVID-19 cases detected, and a 145 percent increase in
hospitalizations over the last six weeks.
"That puts a lot of pressure on our health care system and our hospitals," Baker said.
In November, Baker said that based on testing volumes at the time, tests were actually
identifying probably one in four COVID-19 cases, "maybe higher depending upon the
assumptions people make."
On Thanksgiving Day, 65 percent of medical and surgical beds and 50 percent of ICU
beds were occupied across the state. Those occupancy numbers were up to 88.9 percent
and 79 percent, as of yesterday.
While Massachusetts has opened two field hospitals in Worcester and Lowell since
November with a capacity to serve 225 patients, 57 of those beds are also occupied.
"As the health care system absorbs the magnitude of the impact of the holiday season, they
need more relief," Baker said.
Health and Human Services Secretary Marylou Sudders said that because hospital
capacity statewide has fallen below 20 percent all hospitals have been moved into Tier 4
of their preparedness planning, meaning there is "active and ongoing constraint warranting
intervention."
All hospitals meet daily with one another within regions to discuss their load capacity and
make plans if patients need to be transferred within systems or to other hospitals within

the region with the capacity to provide the greatest care.
Sudders said once triaged and stabilized, COVID-19 positive patients may either be
treated at hospitals or transferred to one of the two specialty field hospitals. Non-COVID
patients may also be transferred without their consent, preferably within the region.
The secretary stressed that unlike in the spring the state has not closed outpatient services,
but hospitals with less than 20 percent capacity who have suspended all non-essential
invasive procedures may request a temporary reprieve from mandated nurse-to-patients
staffing ratios.
"This is not an across the board exemption," Sudders said. "It's hospital or hospital system
specific."
Massachusetts Health and Hospital Association CEO Steve Walsh said the pressures on
hospitals were "growing more intense by the day."
"As COVID-19 admissions continue to rise, hospitals are doing everything in their power
to create additional capacity and keep up with care demand. The measures announced by
the Baker administration today will help ensure that they can maintain a fully flexible
workforce, maintain beds for the sickest patients, and keep services open that are crucial
to long-term health," Walsh said.
However, Katie Murphy, the president of the Massachusetts Nurses Association and an
ICU nurse at Brigham and Women's Hospital, said hospitals should be hiring more nurses,
instead.
"These patients are critically ill and to now spread the nurses even thinner could have fatal
consequences. We're really against it," Murphy said.
Murphy said the reason nurses fought for changes in the law to ensure certain staffing
ratios is because they have been shown to improve health outcomes for patients.
"Some hospitals have not staffed up, have furloughed," Murphy said. "I don't think
patients should be placed at risk because hospitals didn't plan for, wouldn't plan for or
thought it would be more financially advantageous to not plan, but we all knew this was
coming," she said.
Baker said he's not looking to open additional field hospitals at this time, noting that the
2,416 patients currently hospitalized with COVID-19 is still well below the spring peak of
more than 4,000.
With health care workers already eligible for vaccination and first responders like police
and firefighters poised to gain access next week, Baker said detailed data on the state's
vaccination efforts would be released later Thursday, but to date 329,000 first and second
doses of vaccine have been shipped to Massachusetts, and 154,132 doses had been
reported as administered.
CVS and Walgreens has also administered vaccine at 280 of the state's 383 nursing

homes, he said.
"We know these can't be administered fast enough," Baker said.
Boston Extends Tightened Business Restrictions by Three Weeks
[Courtesy State House News Service]
The new year will not bring a quick relaxation of heightened business restrictions in the
state's capital.
Boston will extend its reopening rollback featuring lower business capacity limits and
forced closures of several industries for another three weeks, Mayor Martin Walsh
announced Tuesday, keeping them in place until at least January 27.
Gyms, indoor fitness centers, movie theaters, museums, aquariums, most indoor athletics
facilities, organized tours, arcades and more in Boston must now remain shuttered for
even longer after the holiday season amid what Walsh described as a worrying increase in
the city's COVID-19 case totals and positivity rate. Indoor gatherings -- both public and
private -- will be limited to a maximum of 10 people, while outdoor gatherings can
include no more than 25 people.
"I want to be clear: this is not about targeting specific sectors as a cause of the virus
spread," Walsh said at a press conference. "This is an effort to reduce the overall activity
happening outside of people's homes. In another three weeks, we're going to re-evaluate
the situation. If the metrics have moved in the right direction, we'll be able to lift the
restrictions, and I hope and pray we'll be able to do that. If the metrics get worse or even
before that, we might have to put in place further restrictions."
Boston and several other municipalities first introduced the new restrictions as a threeweek measure on December 16. The city restrictions are tighter than the current statewide
reopening rules.
Gov. Charlie Baker implemented a similar short-term rollback that took effect on
December 26, reducing gathering limits and requiring many businesses -- including some
forced to close in Boston -- to lower their capacity.
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If you have any questions regarding this bulletin, please contact Robert O'Koniewski,
Esq., MSADA Executive Vice President, by e-mail at rokoniewski@msada.org, or Peter
Brennan, Esq., MSADA staff attorney, by e-mail at pbrennan@msada.org, or either by
phone at (617) 451-1051.

